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Commencement - May, 1970
Secretary of The Navy,
John H. Chafee will be the
principal speaker at the
Commencem e n t Exercises
scheduled Sunday, May 17
at Prairie View A&M College.
Over 350 graduates are
expected to receive de-

grees, diplomas and awards
at the 11 :00 a.m. exercises
scheduled in the College
Heaith and Physical Education building.
The occasion will mark
the first commissioning exercises conducted by The
Naval ROTC Unit. Secre-

tary Chafee will comrnisson thirteen NROTC graduates as the first class from
the Prairie View Unit,
which is the only one established at a predominantly black college in the nation.
Secretary Chafee served

-------------------------WELCOME
Alumni
and
Ex-Students
Classes of
1900, 1910, 1920, 1930,
1940, 1950, 1960
~

as Governor- of Rhode lsland for three terms before taking his present position. Prior to the governorship, he served as a
member of the House of
Representatives· of The
Rhode Island General Assembly for three terms. A

native of Providence, R. I.,
he is a graduate of Yale
University and The Harvard Law School.
He served in The U. S.
Marine Corps from 1942 to
1945 and again in 1951 to
1953.
Prairie View's Army

ROTC, noted for its long
and distinguished program
of service to the nation,
will hold joint commissioning ceremonies with the
Navy.
Other actvitfes will Include alumni awards and
recognition of outstanding
student achievements.
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It's Alumni Day

WHO WILL B~ MISS PV? - Nine
of the Miss Prairie View contestants
posed for this publicity shot designed to

get you interested In the .June 17 PAGInterested?

l<~ANT coming up.

Recognition Given Junior Fellows
At its annual banquet
Monday night, May 11.
1970, the Association of
Junior Fellows and Managers awarded trophies to
the Junior Fellow and Manager in each Complex who
was most involved with
their residents in service
projects, cultural. social,
recreational, and · communication activities.
Receiving awards as
Ideal Junior Fellows were
as follows: Lawrence Perkins, Alexander Complex;
Niley Rosemond, Associated Men's Complex; James
Bryant, Fuller Complex;
Shirley Reed, Associated
Women's Complex; Mary
A. Harris, Banks Complex;
Sheila Cotton, Suarez-Collins Complex.
Receiving
awards as
Ideal
Junior Managers
were as follows: Thomas
Hadnot, Alexander Complex ; Charles Jones, Associated
Men's Complex;
Charles Hightower, Fuller
Complex; Wanda Campbell, Associated Women's
Complex; Mary M. Phillips,
Banks Complex; Margaret
Birdow, Suarez - Collins
Complex.
Others receiving awards
were as follows: Cynthia
Stewart, Miss Junior Fellow; Nanny Scurlock, First
Runner-up; Carolyn Jeffery, Second Runner-up.

Service Awards were
Presentation of awards
to outstanding alumni and made to Mrs. Jimmie R.
ex-students is a feature of Phillips, S. R. Collins, Mrs.
Alumni Day, observed on Irma Kendricks, Mrs. Billye Collins, Ray Ford, and
May 16.
Alumni Citation Awards Gus Jones.
Other special honorees
were presented to Col. Harvey
Dickerson,
Marion include the Reunion Classes
Johnson, and Robert C. of 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930,
1940, 1950, and 1960.
Robinson.
President A. I. Thomas
Special Citation Awards
went to former Panther was the principal speaker
athletes Otis Taylor, Jim- at a Reunion Luncheon
my Kearney, Jackie Carr, held at 12 :30 p.m. in the
and Elmer Redd. Junior Memorial Center Ballroom.
Alumni Award recipients Memorial services honoring
were Lester Williams, Eve- Prairie View's War-dead
lyn Curry and Kenneth were held prior to the
luncheon.
Hinson.

Johnny Johnson, retiring
President of the Association, and Marvin Bell, retiring S. G. A. President,
received gavels as symbols
of their offices.
Oliver Lewis was awarded the Outstanding Service
Plaque.
Dr. . Thomas Freeman,
Professor of Education and
Psychology at Texas Southern University was the
speaker for the occasion.
He gave a very inspiring
address on the Right To
Leadership.
The newly elected officers of the Association of
Junior Fellows and Managers for the year 1970-71 are
as follows: President, Herman Rogers; Vice Presi-

dent, Lawrence Perkins;
Secretary, Pearline Jones;
Asst. Secretary, Rita Bostick; Treasurer, Rosemary
Reed; Reporter, Rosalyn
Simpson; Parliamentarian,
Benjamin Durant; Chaplain, Rudolph Pierson; Sergeant - At - Arms, Samuel
Sauls.

A Cappella Choir Completes
Eleventh National Tour
The Prairie View A-Cappella Concert Choir completed its National Tour
itinerary April 9th-22nd included: Lovelady High
School, Lovelady, Texas;
Story High School, Palestine, Texas; Fred Douglas
High School, Jacksonville,
Texas; Sheldon Memorial

Hall, St. Louis, Missouri;
Presbyterian Church, Columbus, Missouri; North Jr.
High School, Kansas City,
Kansas ; Summer High
School, Kansas City, Kansas; First Baptist Church,
Kansas City, Kansas; First
Baptist Church, Tulsa, OkSee CAPPELLA, Page 3

.John H. Chafee
Secretary of Navy

PV Students Use
Nuclear Reactor
At College Stat'n
Texas A&M's nuclear reactor, one of the busiest in
the nation, has taken on a
new responsibility to provide research and instruction to colleges within a
150-mile radius of College
Station.
Dr. John D. Randall,
Nuclear Science Center director, reports a new Atomic Energy Commission contract with the center provides funds for use of the
reactor by students who
normally would not have
the opportunity to use the
multi-million-dollar facility.
Four Prairie View- A&M
graduate students
this
week became the first to
visit the center and use the
See NUCLEAR, Page 3

Chemistry Majors
In Summer Jobs
Two Chemistry Majori;
Appointed to Jobs in Industry for the Summer.
Onan Bomar, a Freshman Chemistry Major, and
Walter Bryant, a Junior
Chemistry Major, will gain
experiences and finances
this summer.
Onan Bomar will be employed by the Union Carbide Company in Texas
City, Texas and Walter
Bryant will be employed at
Dow Chemical Company in
Freeport, Texas.

CHAMPS then.

Meet the 1970 Southwest.em Athletic Conference Track and Field Champions -

PV Pan.
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The Second Preliminaries for
The Miss PV -Miss Texas Pageant
There they were! The
femmes elite of Prairie
View competing against
each other for the most
sought-after beauty queen
title ever on our campus.
As can be expected, the
competition gets keener
with each preliminary and
our original 11 contestants
received their share of
competition Monday night.
New entrants were Billy
Reeder, Viola Jacquo, and
Cynthia Charles. Old and
new participants in the
Swimsuit Competition were
Francine Neilly, Billy Reeder, Evelyn Connerly, Ellen
Holland, Yvonne Harrison,
Elaine Alexander, Eileen
Peters, Betty Grant, Margaret Penn, Amyrna Cook,
Viola Jacquo, and Cynthia
Charles. The large crowd
responded with admiring
"oohs" and "aahs" and
lcud applause to the girls'
vivacio u s n e s s, modeling
skill and curvaciousness.
The Talent Competition
made some of TV's talent

shows look like something
from a Vaudeville side
show. Reappearing on the
scene were Francine Neilly,
Evelyn Connerly, Ellen
Holland, Yvonne Harrison,
Margaret Penn, Amyrna
Cook, Elaine Alexander,
and Deborah Osbornne.
Coming on strong with a
new skit, Francine dramatized the plight of a distraught nineteen-year-old.
Evelyn repeated her African Death Dance with the
same skill and spellbinding
effect. Yvonne Harrison's
monologue on the generation gap was very well received by the audience.
And once again Prima Donna Betty Grant performed
with her beautiful soprano
that made even the nonopera appreciators sit back
and listen. Performing for
the first time, Amyrna
Cook sang a delightful rendition of the old classic "I
BeEeve." Elaine Alexander's twirling and dance
routine won a tremendous

burst of applause. While
Deborah dazzled us all
with her modem dance routine. Regretfully, I failed
to mention Ellen Holland's
performance in the first
preliminary last month.
She performed the same
creative dance this time.
Her modern jazz dance was
enhanced by her original
use of fluorescent lights
and costuming. Ellen lent
a psychedelic air to the
night. As great as ever in
skill and form, Margaret
Penn did her native dance
once again.
New talent was Billy
Reeder, Viola Jacquo, and
Cynthia Charles. Billy did
a dramatic interpretation
of an excerpt from the
award winning play "Death
of a Salesman." Applying
techniques learned in class
and a few created by herself, 'J'iola Jacquo did a
very profes.;;ional modern
jazz dance. Cynthia Charles' performance of a "Fire
Dance" with lighted baton

'}TTENTIOtf~
PRAIRIE vr EW
STUDENTS

"Do

lf ou'L 1kitt9,, -&- ENJOY
EXTRA SHOPPING
PRIVILEGES WITH - -

_ -%ALES® Charge!!
Custom
JEWELERS

Open new doors to exciting worlds of
shopping pleasure. Just sign your
name & you're ready to use
your new credit at ....
?,a.Jes Gust0111. Glt.~

Prarie View Students

Name ----------------------------------------PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445
SIGNATURE:

EIGHT QUALIFY FOR SUMMER
PROGRAM - They are, standing (left
to right) Leonardine Willis, Brenda Matthews, Shirley Jackson, Jacqueline Branch.

Seated left to right - Clarence Lee,
Jacqueline Howard, Johnnie Jones, Donald Segura.

PV Students to Study, Travel in Mexico
The Spanish Faculty of
Prairie View A & M College announced that eight
students have qualified to
participate in its Summer
Study Program at the Universidad Autonoma de San
Luis Potosi, San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Five students: Jacqueline Branch,
Jacqueline Howard, Johnnie Jones, Brenda Matthews, and Leonardine Willis, have received tuitionfree scholarships from the
Universidad Autonoma de
San Luis Potosi. Shirley
Jackson is the recipient of
the tuition-free scholarship
award from the Spanish
Faculty. Donald Segura, a
Spanish major, and Clarence Lee are participating
to further their appreciation of the Mexican-Spanish culture and to learn the
Spanish language.
The students will participate in both sessions:
the three week Summer
Session beginning June
11th and ending July 2nd,
and the five week Summer
Session beginning July 15
and ending August 19. All
activities of the summer
school calendar plus a tour
of the city are included in
both sessions, also three
lectures on topics of general interest by guest
teachers of outstanding
relevance in their fields of
instruction. The students
will join the local Country
Club and Golf Club where
they may participate in a
variety of social activities,
such as swimming, tennis,
bowling,
handball, etc.
Week end tours to Mexico
City, Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende and Guadalajara will be arranged.
All students may use the
library of Universidad Autonoma, and also that of
the Instituto Mexico-Norwas a daring work of art
and display of skill.
Generally speaking, the
whole affair was a great
success. If you were unfortunate enough to miss it,
be sure to see the finals in
June.

teamericano de Relaciones
Culturales.
Classes are held Monday
through Friday. Saturdays
and Sundays will remain
free for visits of cultural,
artistic,
historical, and
scientific interest. Office
hours are available for student consultations with
their professors from 9 to
1 o'clock and from 4 to 6
o'clock daily.
The students will live in
private homes of respect-

able families ; the rooms as
well as their family habits
have been carefully reviewed and approved.
The Summer Study Program of Prairie View A &
M College at the Universidad Autonoma de San Luis
Potosi is open to men and
women. Students can be
either regular High School,
College or University students working for credits,
or auditors. Adult nonstudents are most welcome.

Campus Security

Campus Vehicle Registratioo
Texas Senate Bill 162
and Prairie View A&M
Traffic parking regulations, requires that all vehicles owned and/ or operated or parked on the campus at any time by students, faculty or staff
members must be registered in the office of the Campus Security.
When two or more vehicles are brought on the
campus at the same time,
the entire registration fee
will be charged on each vehicle. Second cars, which
are to be brought on the
campus when the first vehicle is not in running condition, may be registered
with a duplicate permit.
All employees, faculty,
and staff members vehicles
are to be registered at the
beginning of each school
year in September at any
time they begin to drive on
the campus.
Campus re g i s t r a tion
stickers must be firmly attached to the lower right
inside of the windshield
and plainly visible from the
outside. The identification
stickers are not transferable. Stickers must be removed ·when the ownership
of a vehicle changes, at
the expiration date, and
when the individual is no
longer eligible for the type
sticker on his vehicle.
All persons applying for
vehicle registration must
furnish registration infor-

mation, driver's license, liability and collision insurance.
Campus Vehcle registration stickers may be obtained from the Dean of
Men's Office or Campus
Security Office, which is
located on Farm Road 1098
and 6th Street.
However, for the convenience of incoming students, vehicle registration
stickers wll be available in
the building in which you
will register during the
registration period only.
After registration, stickers
will be obtained from the
Dean of Men's Office or
the Campus Security Office.
CAMPUS VEmCLE FEES
College Employees after
February 2 - $5.00
Students, First Semester
Summer Term - $4.00
Students, Second Semester Summer Term - $4.00
Short Course or Institute
for less than 6 weeks $1.00
Failure to register your
vehicle will result in a
traffic citation. All persons
registering a vehicle will be
given a printed copy of
Traffic and Parking Regulations for your infonnation. Please read it carefully.
Hoping you a safe and
pleasant Summer.
Chief of Campus
Security
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Brooks Adds five to
Panel on Education

PRESIDENT
AND
STUDENT
LEADERS ACCEPT GIFr TO COLLEGE - A representative of General
Dynamics presents $3,000 check to President A. I. Thomas during banquet for

newly elected student leaders. Students
pictured are Mary Lewis, SGA Vice
President, Charles Bryant, President
elect, and Marvin Bell, SGA President.

Expanded Group 1Hospilization and
Insurance Programs Set for PY Staff
President A. I. Thomas
has announced a new employee group insurance and
hospitalization p r o g r a m
offering expanded ben!!fits
is now being introduced at
Prairie View A & M College.
The new plan, which includes contracts with three
different insurance firms,
was approved by the Board
of Directors of the Texas
A&M University System
upon recommendation of
the System Insurance Committee. The insurance committee included representation from the Faculty
Fringe Benefits Committee
headed by Mr. H. D. Murdock.
Southwestern Life Insurance Co. was selected to
provide life insurance and
basic hospital and major
medical coverage. Continental Casualty Co. was
chosen for long-term disability coverage and Continental Insurance Companies ( Commercial Insurance
Co. of Newark, N. J.) for
accidental death and dismemberment.
Mr. H. D. Murdock,
Chairman, Prairie View
A&M College Insurance

Committee said the new
coverage goes into effect
Sept. 1. He noted detailed
information will be furnished through the mail
and at enrollment seminars
which begin this month.
Under the new program,
employees will have the opportunity to purchase economical term insurance in
maximum amounts equal
to their annual salary, up
t:> $25,000. Currently, the
maximum is $5,000, which
will continue to be required for all employees.
Mr. Murdock said the
new basic hospital and major medical coverage features greater benefits in
several areas. Rather than
having the currently limited hospital room rate, the
new program covers the
cost of an average semiprivate room taking into
consideration rising costs
and variations according to
regions of the country.
Murdock said the semiprivate benefits can be applied to private rooms.
Other new features include maternity benefits
and additional accident expense. The additional accident expense provides for

up to $300, in or out of the
hospital, and is not subject
to deductions.
The new disability income insurance represents
substantial improvement at
reduced cost, Murdock observed. While the current
policy has maximum payment of six years, the new
program will continue to
provide benefits until the
recipient reaches age 65.
Monthly benefits under the
new policy begin after 90
days of di-ability, while the
present policy does not begin payment until 120
days.
Accidental death and dismemberment coverage also
is being expanded at reduced cost. Limits are being
increased from $150,000 to
$200,000, with an employee
eligible to purchase an amount up to 10 times his
annual salary.
Mr. Murdock said Prairie
View A&M College is mak-:
ing the expanded coverage
possible at economical
rates by assuming administrative cost of the plan.
He requested that questions concerning the new
program be presented at
the enrollment seminars.

COTNER INSURANCE AGENCY
and

WALLER COUNTY TITLES, INC.
ALL TYPES OF GENERAL INSURANCE
AND TITLE INSURANCE
We Have the Answer to All Your Insurance Needs!
MRS. M. COTNER GARRETT, Owner

Sen. Chet Brooks of Pasadena, chairman of the
Senate Committee on Vocational • Technical Educa.•
tion, has announced appointment of five additional members to the committee's citizens advisory council. This brings the total
number of members to 16.
New members are the
Rev. Earl Allen, director of
HOPE Development, Inc.,
Houston ; Donald Bridges,
area manpower representative for the Resources De·
velopment
Institute
of
Houston; M. T. Waddell,
Jr., government professor
at College of the Mainland,
Texas City; Dr. Clyde Nail,
vice-president of San Antonio College, and Dr. S. R.
C:>llins, dean :>f industrial
education at Prairie View
A&M.
The committee was authorized by the 1967 legislature to study vocationaltechnical education needs
in Texas. It recommended
passage of the TechnicalVocational Education Act
of 1969.

Nuclear
CONTINUED from Page I

reactor for graduate instruction. One other student group had materials
irradiated and sent to their
school classroom, Dr. Randall said.
Prairie View's experiment included using the reactor to irradiate material
and measuring the half-life
when it decayed.
"The AEC pays for the
reactor use and consulting
service," Dr. Randall pointed out. "The only costs to
the college or university is
transportation and meals,
if necessary."
He noted the expanded
program makes senior and
junior colleges eligible to
use the facility.
However, its primary
use will be for graduate
studies and occasionally
for advanced undergraduates.
Since beginning operations in January, 1962, the
center has provided radioisotopes, irradiation servees and research facilites
for numerous Texas A&M
Scentists, other universities and industries and in
A&M's nuclear engineering
undergraduate and graduate degree program.
Dr. Randall reports the
reactor can be operated
contnuously at any power
level up to 1,000 kilowatts,
or it can be pulsed to
1,500,000 kilowatts for approximately one-hundredth
of a second.
Dr. Charles Urdy, professor of chemistry at
Prairie View, said he is
highly enthusiastic about
the program. Members of
his class taking part in the
experiment this week were
Nelson Patterson of Cleveland, Ohio; Samuel Byrd,
Jr. of Waskon, Texas; Felix Osuji of Owerri, Biafra,
and Mrs. L. P. Ghangurde
of India.

NAMED TO COUNCIL
- Dr. S. R. Collins, Dean
of the School of Industrial
'Education and Technology
has been appointed to the
Citizens Advisory Council
to the Senate Committee
on Vocational Technical
Education. Dr. Collins was
appointed by Senator Chet
Brooks upon the recommendation of President A.
I . Thomas.

Cappello Choir
CONTINUED from PagP I
lahoma; Station KWCO,
Chickasha, Oklahoma; Oklahoma College of Liberal
Arts, Chickasha, Oklahoma; and I. W. Young Auditorium, Langston, Oklahoma.
"Reflections
on
The
Eleventh National Tour
Adventures show a total of
444 concerts and more
than 75,473 miles to date
with an approximation of
37 performances per year.
In the spring of 1970 in a
p gram entitled Vitaphoni Telstar of Songs Intern tionale" concerts were
w 11 received before all retive and enthusiastic

Mrs. Nell Pruitt

Education Class
Alumna Speaks In
Mrs. Mell R. Pruitt, recently selected as one of
the outstanding women of
America was guest lecturer
to a graduate class in Occupation and Information.
Mrs. Pruitt shared with the
class many of the techniques she is presently employing as Counselor in the
Bryan Public School.
Mrs. Pruitt is a graduate
of Prairie View A&M College and Texas A&M University.
Waymon Webster, Professor of the class, indicated that Alumn1 as guest
experts has many advantages. Students seem to be
more interested in the experiences of former students than in those of other guests, and Alumni relations are strengthened for
the College.
audiences. Dr. H. Edison
Anderson has served as
Director of the Choir since
its original organization.

AT FACULTY BANQUET -The Faculty, ba tum,
honored the President, Dr. A. I. Thomas and Mrs.
Thomas.
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Girls! Let's Get Together
In September
When you leave the class
rooms of P . V. to spend
the summer in Acapulco,
Hawaii , the Bahamas, or
whatever , I'd like you to
think hard about what I
say in this article.
There are among us a
few young women who are
tired of being t he "weaker
sex"; who are tired of being ridiculed when they
run for a major class or
SGA o!Iice; who are tired
of just being "clothesh o r s e" a n d "b e a u t y
queens". These girls want
something more.
They
want EQUALITY! In theory, women are suppo!'ed to
have been emancipated a
long time ago. But though
they have gained some professional, educational, intellectual
and
cultural
equality, they are at least
ten years behind in gaining
complete political equality.
We as a people are very
race conscious; and this is
as it should be. But there
is not a race problem on
P. V. campus. Our problem

Is one which goes back to
the caveman era. The problem of women being discrlmina ted against because
of their sex. In condemning
the contempt and sarcasm
with which girls on this
campus trying to express
their opinions are viewed ,
I do not attempt to criticize the administration; my
criticism is of the student
body tself. I find it revolting that young, vital people
such as the students here
should allow themselves to
be influenced by such an
outworn cliche. This situation must be and will be
changed. But it is up to us,
the women of P. V. to
change it. We are not being discriminated against
by the President or the
faculty and not solely by
the male students, but
more by ourselves for letting such an attitude exist.
What will we do about it?
In September when It's
time for elections of class
officers, let's promote our
cause and not settle for mi-

Calendar Girl
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TWENTY-FIVE YEARS SERVICE AND MORE Photos from the FM:ulty Recognition Banquet includes
the veteran staff members pictured reviewing awards
from President Thomas. From L to R at t.op - Dean
and Mrs. C. L. Wilson, Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Owen, Dr. J.
L. Brown, Dr. and Mrs. T. R. Solomon, Dr. Anne Camp-

bell, S. W. Spalding, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Williams, Mr,
0. J. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Nicks, Mr. and Mrs.
G. L. Smith, Dr. and Mrs. A. N. Poindexter, Dr. R. Von
Charlton, Dr. and Mrs. E. E. O'Banion, Mr. J. J. W.»ds
and Dr. and Mrs. G. R. Woolfolk.

Edwards to Work For I. B. M.
Mr. C. T. Edwards, Jr.,
Chairman, Industrial Technology Division of the
School of Industrial Education and Technology will
serve as an academic associa te with The I. B. M. Corporation in Boulder, Colorado effective June 1, 1970.
nor offices. It's time we
take a stand for our rights,
not as one woman or two
women; or even three or
four women, but as Women
Inoorporated Together.
Thank•you (The above is
a political announcement to
Prairie View voters in behall of WIT.)
-Geneva Chapman

Edwards will be assigned
to the Department of Industrial Engineering and
will perform Industrial Engineering functions. His
duties will take him into
several departments, and
a wide variety of experiences will be obtained.
Experiences and information obtained this summer will be used to strengthen the Drafting and Design Technology program
and strengthen the co-op
program with I. B. M.
Mr. Edwards is shown
with Reginald Douglas, the
first drafting major to
serve as a OIH>p student at
I. B. M., Boulder.

PANTHER STAFF THROWS A PARTY - Wormatlon Director Dr. C. A. Wood got a birthday cake,
presents and a lot of good wishes.. Diaur party for
Presa Club members eome& before sehool close8.
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Your Horoscope

Here's What The Future Holds

FWE

KOLLAR KORNER
Let us consider the story
of the good samaritan. St.
Luke 10 :30-37.

him or may we say searched him and passed by on
the other side. What I have
is mine and I will keep it.
The third type we find
in the Samaritan who when
he saw him came to where
he was, bound up his
wounds in general, lends a
helping hand to one in
need. Saying what I have
I'll share.
You who left your home
last September and came to
Prairie View, who studied
for the past nine months,
now will be returning
home. What will you do
with what you have received in the past nine months.
In your hometown and in
your community there will
be those who need help.
Will you take time to help
someone or will you pass
by on the other side, saying what I have I'll keep.
Prairie View offers many
opportunities for learning
how to help others. What
will you do with what you
have learned? Will you
keep it or share it with
those in need? •
To the Graduating Class,
you most of all, for you
now go not to return.
How will you use what
you have received? Which
type of character will you
assume? No matter where
you go for employment,
will you be willing to give
off what you have learned
to help others, especially
those who need help most?
Will you say, "what I
have is mine and I will
keep it and pass by on the
other side." That boy or
girl in the community
where you work, what will
you do to help him become
a better citizen and a more
useful citizen.
What about the small
church in the community
where you work. Will you
pass by on the other side
and go to the large church?

LOVE GUIDE - This is
a month to take it easy on
A certain man went
romantic ventures. The
down
from Jerusalem to
cost of love is high and
some old flame will become Jericho, and fell among
attractive to you again. thieves, which stripped him
of his raiment, and woundCareful what you say.
ed him, and departed, leavLEO - July 23 to Aug. ing him half dead. And by
22 birthdays:
chance there came down a
You may desire addition- certain priest that way:
al education and training and when he saw him, he
this month. Also have spec- passed by on the other
ial interests in religion and side. And likewise a Lephilosophy. Be sure to vi te, when he was at the
che:k
information
and place, came and looked on
judgments before making him, and passed by on the
giant steps.
other side. But a certain
Mr. E. J. Johnson
LOVE GUIDE - Know Samaritan, as he journeywhat you want. The oppor- :?d, came where he was and what you have I want. As
tunity may present itself when he saw him, he had you go to the library you
where you will have to compassion on him, and are saying what you have
know who you want. It is went to him, and bound up I want. This is given freegood advice to find out his wounds, pouring in oil ly by instructor and by liwhere you stand with ro- and wine, and set him on brarians alike. But the
mantic interludes.
his own beast, and brought question is what will you
VIRGO - Aug. 23 to him to an inn, and took do with it?
care of him.
Sept. 22 birthdays:
The second type of charThe first type of charac- acter is found in the priest
Do not overtax your
money reserves. There may ter we find in the thieves, who chanced to pass that
be misunderstanding be- which say, what you have I way, what I have is mine
tween you and persons in want. This we find daily. and I will keep it. This
authority.
Be a little more You as students, as you type is also found in the
When you know
enduring than usual. Keep attend your classes are say- Levite who passed that
ing to your instructors way who even looked on
routine going.
it's for keeps
LOVE GUIDE - This is
not a good month for roAn Honor Society In Education
All your sharing, all your
mance. Slim chance of anyspecial memories have
thing developing permangrown into a precious and
ently. You will be worried
enduring love. Happily, these
about old love but will procherished moments will be
bably meet someone roforever symbolized by your
mantic around the end of
Installed April 14, 1970
diamond engagement ring.
the month.
If the name, Keepsake is in
LIBRA - Sept. 23 to
Efforts to establish a
(who was a classmate of
the ring and on the tag, you
Oct. 22 birthdays :
chapter of Kappa Delta Pi President A. I. Thomas)
are assured of fine quality
Be wary of making were started when Presi- Mr. C. F. Randle was inagreements you may lose dent A. I. Thomas, in the vited to attend the 1970
and lasting satisfaction. The
in the deal. Adversity could summer of 1968, asked Dr. National Convocation of
engagement diamond is
be felt from associates al- Carl Weems to explore the Kappa Delta Pi in Boston,
flawless, of superb color, and
though they will be all possibility of the estab- Massachusetts where plans
precise modern cut. Your
right later in the month.
lishment of an Honors So- for the installation were
Keepsake Jeweler has a
ciety in Education for stu- finalized.
LOVE
GUIDE
You
choice selection of many
may meet someone of Im- dents enrolled at Prairie
The Mu Epsilon Chapter
lovely styles. He's listed in
portance to your romantic View A. and M. College. of Kappa Delta Pi wishes
the yellow pages under
side. Love is favorable but This effort was continued to thank Ors. J. Richard
"Jewelers."
you may have a mixture of in the fall of 1968 when McElheny and A. Keith
Mr. C. F. Randle and Mrs.
conflict and pleasure.
Turkett for their encourSCORPIO - Oct. 23 to D. I. Burdine made contact agement in forming this
with the national office new chapter.
E. J. Johnson,
Nov. 22 birthdays:
concerning the petition for
"t""" ~GISTEREO
k:
Sponsor, Baptist
Avoid
trying
to
Impress
..c"-S2.Si2.~ s a
With e n c o u r a g ement
a chapter. When Mrs. BurStudent Movement
others.
Don't
expect
to
be
DIAMOND RINGS
from President A. I. Thomidle this month. You may dine retired in May, 1969, as, Dean Alvin J. McNeil
have interference and have the effort was continued by and Dr. Evelyn R. Strong Howard E. Hanks, Williem
to delay plans because of Mr. C. F. Randle. Through and with the excellent as- Horn, Dempsene L. Lester,
problems with your life- his fine efforts, the petition sistance and support of the Barbara H. Lindsay, Jerry
of the chapter was accepted
mate or business partner.
entire Prairie View family B. Madkins, Geraldine Mc-LOVE GUIDE You by the national office and these efforts have proven Millan, Georgia Preston,
the
date
for
installation
will probably
have a
successful.
Mu
Epsilon Eleanora T. Ragland, Betty
chance to express love in set for April 14, 1970.
Chapter
is
extremely J. Barnes Secrease, Carl
Through
the
courtesy
of
both the negative and posigrateful for the opportun- Settles, Hilda Alicia Soto,
tive forms. Be willing · to Dr. J. Richard McElheny, ity provided by the estab- Cleo Tolbert, Joyce A.
cooperate and compromise.
lishment of this chapter.
Traylor.
SAGITTARIUS - Nov. lover or sweetheart to
Our profound thanks to
Faculty Initiates - Dr.
23 to Dec. 22 birthdays :
make up their minds at
all who helped in any way A. I. Thomas, Dr. Samuel
Your ability to enjoy life this time. It is okey to acto establish Mu Epsilon R. Collins, Dr. J. W. F.chis enhanced. Although you cept invitations for outings.
Chapter.
ols, Mrs. Kathryn Gibson,
pursue pleasures, work
AQUARIUS - Jan. 21
SP
e
c
i
a
1
acknowledgeDr. I. C. Gor.don, Dr. Gwenwill be demanding, too. to Feb. 19 birthdays :
Grossman,
Miss
Use your abilities fully at
You have fine imagina- ments and extreme grati- dolyn
rd
work.
tion for creative work, but tude are extended to Mr. c. Kathryn Jo an, Mr. H. T.
LOVE GUIDE Be keep ideas practical. Do F. Randle for his untiring Jones, Dr. Alvin J. McNeil,
very careful of secret ro- your best to balance your effort in realizing the Dr. James E. Johnson, Dr.
dream of an Honor Society Ivory V. Nelson, Mr. B. E.
mances. Someone is plan- activities.
ning to break up with a
LOVE GUIDE - Short- at Prairie View A. and M. Orman, Mr. Charles F.
loved one. Don't be the lived romances may devel- College for the students en- Randle, Dr. Evelyn R.
rolled in the field of Educa- Strong, Mr. Victor Sumner,
cause of that separation.
op but take care not to be- tion.
Mr. C. A. Thomas, Dr. R.
CAPRICORN - Dec. 23 come overly involved.
G. Thomas, Mr. Samuel
to Jan 19 birthdays:
PISCES - Feb. 20 to
Mu E psilon Chapter was Lindsay.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Try not to become over- March 20 birthdays:
installed April 14, 1970
Retired Faculty Initiates
· PleaM M11C1 20 pa9e booklet, ..How To Plan Your b9a9emellt alld Weddill'J"
bearing due to stress. The
Try not to overspend this with Dr. J. Richard McElalld naw ~Z pa9e. full c~lor folde,, both for only &. Also, how CH I obtaln
emphasis is on home life. month. Money may tend to heny and Dr. J. Allen Nor- - Miss Dorothy I. Burdine,
tha beauhful 44 pave lrid•'• ICeep.. le lool at half price?
..._
· i
alli
.Mrs. Anne C. Preston.
Strengthen the ties be- go out more swiftly than ns
nst ng and initiating
Officers elected were
tween relatives. Under 'no it comes in, so be on your 36 charter members. The Leonard
charter members are:
Baker, President;
circumstances take chances guard.
Jerry B. Madkins, Secre0.-------------- ~-------- with your money.
. LOVE GUIDE - Love
Student Initiates - Jan- tary; Geraldine McMillan,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - z.,_ _ _ __
LOVE GUIDE - Be con- is accented. Hold on to is M. Allen, Leonard Baker~ Reporter; and Charles F.
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, IOX ff, SYlACUSIE, NEW YOllt 13201
servative in your romantic your hopes and wishes. Patricia H. Briggs, Minnie Randle,
Treasunr and
behavior. Do not push a They will come true.
Cyrus, Andrea L. Ealy,Coumelor.

ARIES - March 21 to
April 20 birthdays:
Be diplomatis in all personal relationships. Be the
shining light for all around
you.
LOVE GUIDE - Do not
tip out on the one you love
by seeing someone else in
secret; it will spoil things.
TAURUS - April 21 to
May 20 birthdays:
Discard old articles and
ideals; correct bad habits ;
and take the time to solve
personal problems. Avoid
opportunities for publicity.
LOVE GUIDE - Your
attraction for the opposite
sex will be at an all time
high this month. If possible attend parties or give
them.
GEMINI - May 21 to
June 20 birthdays :

Use your ability to be
creative. Conditions favor
much popularity for you.
However, there is some
chance you will meet with
opposition in some of your
work.
LOVE GUIDE Remember
your
pleasant
memories but look toward
the future for love expectations of better things to
come. There are better
days ahead for you and
someone new.
CANCER - June 21 to
July 22 birthdays:
Be careful in choosing
ai:sociates this month. You
will be surrounded by
many influential people. Be
careful in dealing with
them. They could be of
some use in gaining prestige.

Kappa Delta Pi

e~
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g-------------------
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English Student's Poem Published E. P. T. Elects
Officers

A letter has just been
received from the National Poetry Press of Los Angeles, California announcing the creative talent of
Harold J. Haynes, sophomore English major at
Prairie View A. and M.
College,
whose
poem,
"COURAGE TO BID THE
DAY," has been selected

Ha rold J. Hay nes
·■

•

I

'■'111'■

• • ,.• , •

by its board of judges to
be published in the Annual
Anthology of College Poet,.
The members of Beta
ry. This ach ievement is significant in th at selection Iota Chapter of Epsilon Pi
was made from many Tau Inc. recently elected
thousands of manuscripts officers for t he 1970- 1971
submitted by college stu- school year. These officers
dents from every state in were installed on May 2,
1970 at the annual Epsilon
the country.
Another honor recently Pi Tau breakfast. Mr. W.
accorded Mr. Haynes was H. Hall installed the incomhis being unanimously sel- ing officers after Mr. Dan
ected as Editor of Area VII Baca introduced them. The
of the Texas Student Edu- new officers are: Alford
cation Association, which Pelton, President, Maurice
includes such schools as Blanks, Vice - President,
Rice University, University Mrs. Bessie Lyons, Secreof Houston, Texas A. and
M. Unversity, Texas South- America and 1969 graduate
ern
University,
Lamar of Lincoln High School in
State College of Technolo- Port Arthur, Texas. Presgy, Prairie View A. and M. ·. ently he is president of the
College, et al. As Editor. Port Arthur P. V. Club,
Mr. Haynes will have the vice president of the Board
responsibility of editing of Directors of the Memand selecting all literary orial Student Center, editmaterial from Area VII or of Alexander Hall's
and submitting it to THE "Alex-Facts", vice presiACCENT, official publica- dent of t he Student Edution of the Texas St udent cation Association, and
Educat ion Association.
Keeper of t he Records for
Mr. Haynes is a 1969 Kappa Alpha Psi FraterOutstanding Teenager of nit y.
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Have The Best with
Photography by

ROY PACE
The We_
d ding Specialist

Complete Coverage of Weddings - - From Home to Church - To Reception

CELI<~BRATION Shown
pieture are student,; and their
ment heads wbo were honored
Coke and coffee social in the

Planning & Placement Center after a
record number of ten students passed t he
FAA examination.

Plenty of Opportunities For Ag Grads
Graduates from School
of Agr iculture have wide
range of employment opportunities.
The young men who will
graduate from the School
of Agriculture at the approaching commencement May 17, 1970, can say in
the words of an old-timer,
"We never had it so good."
These young men will be
able to select the position
of their choice with a range
in annual pay from $7,200
to $10,000 with a median
of $8,400 . From where this
writer sits and looks on, no
one of the ten graduates
will begin his professional
career at a salary under
$8,400.
All the graduates, however, are not interested in
going into immediate employment. At least 20 per
cent of the group plan to
continue in graduate school
and work toward a terminal degree. Nearly half of
the group, Bennie Dillard,
John
Edmond, Gilbert
Franklin, and Lester Williams, qualify for graduate
school, easily. All four are
honor roll students and
members of Alpha Tau Alpha honor society.
To this writer's knowledge, those graduating
with a major in Agricultural Education have the
wider range of employment
opportunities in that they
qualify for employment as
public school teachers in
addition to many areas of
Governmental services, research foundations, and industry. There is also a demand for Agricultural Education graduates to enter
graduate school in some of
the leading Universities in
the country.
Those who
graduate
from the technical agricultural areas look forward,
primarily, to careers in the
Federal and State Governmental Services. Prominent
in the area of selections are
research, meat grading,

For Further Information Call 7-48-5374 or Write Box 638
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77001

in the
departwith a
Career

tary, Hollis William, Treasurer, and Rayford Shaw,
Parliamentarian. Mr. C. T.
Edwards, Jr. is the sponsor.

meat inspecting, forestry,
Farmer's Home Administration, Consumer Marketing Service, P arks and
Recreation Centers - Golf
Course - etc., City Planning, Landscape A rt and
Horticulture, to name a
few.
Inclinations :
Elvis Askew Meat
Grader , Columbus, Ohio
Robert Carter - Grain
Inspector, Houston, Texas
Bennie Dillard - Teaching, Tacoma, Washington,
or Graduate School

John Edmond - Graduate School
Gilbert Franklin - Consumer Marketing Service
or Graduate School
Walter Gilber t - Mobil
Oil Co., Midland, Texas
Elmer P olk - Soil Conservation Service
Harry L. Spark s - Extension Service
J erem iah Wa rfield
Consumer Marketing Service
Lester Williams - Graduate School
J . R. Powell

Electronics .Students
R.eceive FOC Permit
Sixteen (16) students in
Electronics 211 Communication II class took and
passed the Radiotelephone
Third-Class Operator examination given by the
Fe d er a l Communication
Commission in Houston,
Texas for the first time.
Mr. David A. Kirkpatrick:
stated that each student
prepared in advance
through conscientious study in the classroom. The
students received their
Commercial R a d i o tel ephone Operator's Permit
with Broadcast Endorsement.
The ·satisfactory completion of an examination covering Elements 1 and 2
fulfills tile governmental
requirements for obtaining
a
Radiotelephone
3rd
Class Permit. In addition
to Elements 1 and 2, Element 9 is resuired for a
Radiotelephone 3rd Class

Permit with Endorsement
for Broadcast use.
The students holding a
Radiotelephone Third-Class
Operator
Permit
with
Broadcast E n d or s ement
may routinely operate:
1. AM stations with a
power of 10,000 watts or
less and utilizing a nondirectional antenna.
2. FM stations with a
transmitter power output
of 25,000 watts or less.

The students obtaining
their Radiotelephone ThirdClass Operator Permit are
as follows: Gerald Bennett,
Robert Brantley, J.C. Carothers,
Alvin
Dotson,
James
Fanner,
Alfred
Gardner, Jeanne Johnson,
Louis Jones, Ernest Phillips, William Shaw, Cleveland Shelby, Billy Vance,
Emanuel Washing ton,
Douglas Willie, Charlie
Young, Beauford Daniel.

SBVBN
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Naval ROTC News

Mr. Richard Dalt.on presents Simpson Memorial Award t.o MIDN Rosemond

as Mr. Adam Simpson, Sr., obser\'es,
S-SGT. Guy conducts MIDN uniform inspection at Corpus Christi.

PV MIDN Train

first Navy
Commissioning
Highlights
Spring Activities
The Naval ROTC is
astir with activity as it
nears the end of its second
year at Prairie View and
the commissioning of its
first officers. This is the
season of the Pass-in-Review, the Spring Ball,
NROTC picnic, the selection of a new Queen, the
change of command ceremony, and the recognition
of achievement during the
past year.
The Spring Review and
Awards Presentation was
held on Thursday, April
30, 1970. Unfortunately,
the Pass-in-Review was
rained out, but the midshipman company was assembled in Spence Hall to
honor its outstanding members. Senior Kenneth HINSON won the Admiral
Chester W. NIMITZ USN
Sword for earning the
highest academic average
in his class. The sword was
presented by Capt. D. F.
FRANCIS, USN, (RETIRED)
representing
the
Houston Council of the
Navy League.
MIDN 1/c Niley ROSEMOND was awarded the
Houston Naval Academy
Alumni Association Sword
by Mr. John Kirby EWING. The award is for the
senior demonstrating the
most aptitude for the service. The Monfort Point
Marines Association's
Simpson Memorial Award
Sword was also presented
to MIDN ROSEMOND.
This award, which was established at this ceremonv,
is named in honor of LT
Adam SIMPSON, Jr., the
first Black Marine officer
to die serving his country
in Vietnam. Mr. Richard

At Corpus Christi

NROTC SPRING BALL

Graduating Midshipmen
Receive Their Orders
The 13 senior midshipmen who will be commissioned on May 17, 1970 by
the Secretary of the Navy,
have received their orders
to their first duty assignments. This first NROTC
graduating class will be going to a wide variety of
training schools and duty
stations.
Second
Lt's Isaac
GOULDSBY, Moses HADNOTT, and Niley ROSEMOND will all attend Marine Corps Basic School after commissioning. Following Basic School, ROSEMOND will go to Pensacola, Fla. for flight training.
ENS James TARVER
DALTON, president of the
Monfort Association, presented the award, together
with Mr. Adam SIMPSON,
father of LT SIMPSON.
MIDN 4/c Elmer Guinn
received the Sons of the
American R e v o l u t i on
Award as the outstanding
freshman midshipman.
CDR G. E. THOMAS
presented the General Dynamics
Corp.
NRarC
Award to Mlf'1'T ~<::ON.
He also awarded the MaSee FIRST NP.v t, raged

and Charles WHITE will
attend
the
six-month
course at the Navy Supply
Corps School in Athens,
Ga.
ENS James EALY will
report to Naval Civil Engineering Corps school at
Port Hueneme, Calif.
ENS Ollie BUCKNER
will
attend
Submarine
School in Groton, Conn.
' ENS Ronald HALL reports to flight training at
Pensacola, Fla.
ENS. David MOSBY
will attend the Engineering Officer Course before
reporting to the USS KITTY HAWK, CVA 63.
ENS David BREWER
will attend two courses:
Electronic Material Officer
& Electronic Warfare Officer, pr:i,or to reporting to
the USS LITI'LE ROCK,
CLG 4. ENS Marvin BELL
will attend the same
schools as ENS BREWER,
as well as Combat Information Center school, and will
then report to the USS
OBRIEN, DD 725.
ENS Harvey MATTOX
will attend Naval Justice
School before reporting to
the USS GARY, DER 326.
ENS Kenneth HINSON
will attend communications

The NROTC Unit from
Prairie View will return to
the Na val Air Station
( N AS) Corpus Christi to
conduct a three week summer training cruise for
twenty freshmen NROTC
students, commencing on
May 25. The midshipmen
will receive a Welcome Aboard briefing upon their
arrival from RADR F. C.
TURNER, Chief of the Naval Air Advanced Training
Command. The Prairie
View midshipmen will receive classroom training in
the basic courses of leadership, naval weapons, and
naval history, along with
intensive indoctrination in
military drill. Daily physical activities will include
swimming and exercising
on the NAS obstacle course
and athletic fields.
The program is designed
to augment the normal
NROTC training on Prairie
View's campus, by providing these young men with
additional information
about the Navy, and exposing them to a military environment. Additional activities scheduled for the
midshipmen at NAS include a dance at the officer's club, indoctrination
flights in the T-34 and S-2
aircraft, flight physiology
training, small arms familiarization,
and
tours
through NAS operations
and the Army's Helicopter
Repair Facility.
The NROTC Unit, which
spent five weeks on board
NAS training last summer,
is commanded by CDR G.
E. THOMAS, USN, and
presently has a total enrollment of 57 midshipmen.
CDR THOMAS will be accompanied by three officers
and two enlisted personnel
from his staff who will conduct the training.
school prior to reporting
to the USS PROVIDENCE,
CLG 6.

ST. MARTIN de PORRES
CATHOLIC CHURCH
(on the street behind the Freeze King)

SUNDAY MASS -

10:00 A.M.

Taxi to Church outside Evans Hall at 9:30 o.m.

DAILY MASS -

5:00 P.M.

Chaplain: Fr. Robert Bowen, S.S. J.
Office (Campus) - Grounds Building.
Office Hours: Monday thru Friday 9 o.m. - 3 p.m,

Church Phone: 857-3351
....._....,_...__.........,._...,.....,..._..,.__.....,....~ ...... to..r'W .............._............. . . . . . . . . . . .

Wyatts Chapel Baptist Church
Prairie View, Texas
1 Mile Northwest of the College)

FREE TRANSPORTATION TO CHURCH

SUNDAY SCHOOL ___________ 10:00 e.m.
MORNING WORSHIP ________ 11: 15 e.m.
LORD SUPPER ______ Each 2nd Sunday
REV. E. W- (Ed.) McCULLOUGH, Pastor
REV. J. I. KIRKWOOD, Assistant

Phone 857-3230 -

857-3725 -

857-3533

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
WRCOMES YOU

ST. FRANCIS' CHURCH AND STUDENT CHAPEL
(Adjacent to Campus)

V"icar: Father James Moore -

SUNDAY SERVICE
9:00 a.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10:15 a.m.
Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:30 a.m.

CANTERBURY CLUI
Thursday 10:30 p.m.
EvaN Hall

857-3590

llGHT
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Carmichael Expands Original
"Black Ideology"
for my freedom.' I want to
The HILLTOP, Howard denied being a Marxist- hear them say 'I'm going
Leninist,
and
stated
that
University
to fight for my freedom.'
Stokely Carmichael, the he is instead, one who well
Anyway, who's going to be
chief • exponent of Black understands his doctrine.
around to enjoy the freeUrging
historical
analyPower, returned to Howard
dom if everybody is dead?
last Thursday, April 16, sis as the key to underWe're going to die and the
with an expanded ideology standing, he turned to history to show that revolu- battle will be long and
- Pan-Africanism.
bloody, but we must wipe
"Pan - Africanism," de- tion has always been
out the fear of death," he
fought
over
land.
"Before
clared the young activist,
"is the highest expression you talk about any revolu- insisted.
Discussing the stages of
of Black Power. Black Pow- tion, you must talk about
revolution,
Ca rm i ch ael
a
land
base;
otherwise
you
er must include Black PeoDaisy Amos
ple all over the world. are dependent on those stated that the time had
Black people must organ- who control the land, since passed for rousing rhetoric.
everything comes from the The present purpose, he reize into power blocks."
Stressing the need for a land." Marcus Garvey, he marked, should be educarevolutionary base of oper- noted, recognized this and tion with emphasis on ination, Carmichael pointed organized a "Back to Af- forming people who and
According to Waymon to Africa, with its rich re- rica" movement based on what they are. "Many people say they're Americans
Webster, Associate Profes- sources, as the best possi- the concept of land.
sor of Psychology, Daisy ble location.
Carmichael rejected the rather than Africans ...To
Amos, a Sophomore SociolHe predicted that Pan- notion that America might be American is to say you
ogy major has been select- Africanism would become become such a land base on helped wipe out the Red
ed to participate in How- the dominant philosophy the grounds that the revo- man, that you're raping
ard University's Special among the black masses lutionary theory of seize, Latin America, that you're
Summer Institute for Un- within the next six months. hold, and develop is in- raping Africa. I hate to
dergraduate Psychology.
More than 1500 persons applicable. "We have to shatter your illusions," reMiss Amos' transportation filled Cramton to hear Car- take land from these white marked Carmichael grincosts, tuition, room and michael explain this and boys, they're not going to ning, "but you are not, nor
board and books costs will other black revolutionary give it to us. I don't think will ever be Americans."
be covered by the program. concepts during a Project we can take it. If we could
He firmly denied the
Miss Amos will also receive Awareness program last take it, I don't think we possibility of establishing a
a stipend of $500 upon ar- week.
could hold it, and if we black unversity in the Unriving in Washington D. C.
A Howard graduate, could hold it, I don't think ted States, in that, AmeriThe program at Howard Carmichael recently re- we could develop it."
can universities are set up
this swnmer is made pos- turned to the United States
In areas such as the to perpetuate capitalism
sible by the Ford Founda- after a 14-month absence. Southern states, he ex- and racism, but he sees the
tion.
Most recently, he had been plained, development would university as a means of
in Africa, studying under be hampered by a lack of acquiring the skills needed
desposed Ghana President minerals and other resourc- for nation-building. He
es. Black's would be de- urged students to get techKwame Nkrumah.
During his hour and a pendent on others, thus nical skills as well as inhalf speech, he appeared making them obligated to tellectual knowledge.
Continuing his lesson in
calmer and more deliberate another groups political
rev o l u t i o n, Carmichael
The Zeta Xi chapter of than on previous such occa- ideology.
Alpha Mu Gamma Foreign sions at Howard. Assuming
In the next segment of stated that it might be
Language Honor Frater- the role of a scholarly lec- his psedo-lecture, Carmich- fought on two levels; politnity at Prairie View A & M turer, he began : "Let us ael set out to disprove that ical and military. "You
College initiated eight new take time out to speak very elimination of capitalism must win the political batmembers into its chapter slowly, for we have a great would end racism. He first tle to win the revolution,"
on April 20. Those initiated deal of new concepts and established that there are he asserted, "pointing to
were Naomi Clinkscales, problems which we have to no black capitalists - "as- the country's futile involveRose Everidge, Doris Flet- face." He then enumerated piring black capitalists, ment in Viet Nam. The peocher, Francine German, Er- each of his proposed topics, black bourgeoisie, petty ple there won't accept the
United States' political
Top photo: Newly elected SGA President Charles ma Hill, Gwendolyn Lock- saying, "We will deal with capitalists, but no real capideology. A political ideoloett, Brenda Morre, Shirley history, land bases, capital- italists."
Bryant speaks at Officer Luncheon.
ism, racism, Karl Marx,
His subtle surmise that gy must be based on
Middle photo: Marvin Bell, '69-70 SGA President, Thomas.
The speaker for the cer- stages of liberation, Pan- only whites would have to truth.''
watches as Dr. A. L Thomas congratulates Bryant.
Discipline, he added, is
Bottom pho~: 1970-71 student leaders Benjamin emony was Dr. Lonnie Sad- Africanism, Nkrunism, rev- be killed in destroying capbased on the same ideology.
berry,
Head
of
the
Foreign
olution,
g
u
e
r
i
11
a
waritalism
brought
laughter
· Durant, lJMC President, Sandra Baker, secretary, Zellie
Language Department. Dr. fare ... "
from the receptive audi- Once you have an ideology,
Johnson, Director of Finance, Dr. A. I. Thomas, Mary
Sadberry stressed to all the
discipline will follow as
Carmichael
repeated
the
ence.
. Lewis, vice president, Gwendolyn Adams, UWC presiimportance of
diligent introduction to his speech
Carmichael moved on to night follows day.
dent, Amos Smith, vice-president UMC.
There was again frework from each of us and after a large group which show that although both
the new opportunities now had been locked out be- blacks and whites are lac- quent laughter from the
available for foreign lang- cause of inadequate seat- keys
communism, they audience as Carmichael, in
uage majors and minors.
ing. Flooded in to the aud- remaln divided over the is- a lighter but still serious
by Ethel Hall
itorium, the already seated sue of race. "History has mood, listed certain "baand listening was provided
CONTINUED froll'll Page 7
a u d i e n c e cheered the shown that even when they sics" for any good guerilla.
rine Corps Association by the Mod Moderators, a
Award to MIDN ROSE- highly professional group MIDN 1/c Ollie BUCKNER group's success on gaining come together, it has been "Tiie guerilla is indistinof local musicians. The Ball to MIDN 2/c Roy JOHN- entry.
for the aims and ends of guishable from the massMOND.
Before continuing his whites, and when whites es. He's like a fish in ths
The North American was the first NROTC func- SON, a Marine option.
The most significant speech, Carmichael answer- have gotten what they sea. You don't go around
Rockwell Aviation Corp. tion attended by the newly
NROTC Flight Indoctrina- elected Navy Queen, Miss event of the season, how- ed the criticism surround- wanted, they turn their wearing a uniform saying
tion Program Award was Wilma BURREN. Miss ever, is the first Navy ing his expulsion from the backs on blacks. Let us 'I'm guerilla'.'' He cautionpresented by LTC T. J. BURREN is an attractive commissioning, and the Student Non-Violent Co- find those who we can work ed against over concern
HATHAWAY to MIDN junior Mathematics major welcoming of the Honor- ordinating Committee and with. If we can't, we go it with "black power pimps"
or those blacks who use
able John CHAFEE, Secre- his resignation from the alone," he declared.
ROSEMOND, the outstand- and an honor student.
On the weekend prior to tary of the Navy, to the Black Panther Party. His
"Many people," he con- the ideology merely for
ing flight student selecting
graduation the Navy unit Prairie View campus. At dismissal from SNCC, he tinued, "are afraid to go it their personal galn. InNaval Flight training.
The social highlght of held a picnic at Lake Sim- Sunday's graduation exer- explained was based on an alone. As a coloni7.ed peo- stead, he said, "Concern
the spring semester was erville. The pine shaded cises the 13 senior midship- unfounded report that he ple, we have inferiority yourselves with the massthe NROTC Ball held in slope leading down to the men will be commissioned owned a $70,000 house; complexes, which make us es.',
As an early step toward
the Newman Center on Ap- sandy shore made an ideal as Ensigns in the Navy or while his resignation from go to the white boy for
. ril 18th. Music !or dancing setting for a fun-filled day as Second Lieutenants in the Black Panthers was help with our revolution." revolution, Ca r mi ch ael
of swimming, water skiing, the Marine Corps. Secre- due to Ideological differenc- Pointing out the idiocracy called for Blacks to takevolleyball, football, barbe- tary CHAFEE, who will be es.
in aligning with people who over the social and political
cuelng, and just plaln re- here to deliver the comUShop Gnd Save
"I am not concerned with haven't been "stripped of agencies ( as police) in
laxing.
mencement address, will al- organization. It is with the their land and their cul- their communties. Under
Two days before the pic- so administer the Qath of masses that I am concern- ture," he called on blacks such a system, he explainnic, the midshipman com- Office to these new officers. ed," he affirmed. With to unite and prepare them- ed, community offenders
Tel. 856-8121
pany held a Olange of This will be a proud and that, Carmichael launched selves for the inevitable would be tried by the peoHempstead, Texa1
Command ceremony, at memorable day for these into an analysis of Marx's confrontation.
ple. "We've got to clean up
which the Company Com- seniors and for Prairie dialectic as it relates to the
Mn.. Jmsie M. Buries, Mgr.
"I'm tired of hearing peo- our communities so that
mander's Flag passed from View.
See CARMICHAEL, Page 9
'Black stniggle. He quickly ple say 'I'm coing to die

Sociology Major to
Attend Institute

Alpha Mu Gamma
Initiates Eight

First Navy Graduates
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Women's Week. and How!
by Geneva Chapman
Women's Week officially
started May 3, with a Parent's Day Chapel in the
Field House. That afternoon all women's dormitories were opened for public
inspection. Everyone agreed that there were some
of the loveliest rooms and
suites on campus displayed.
Monday night, the second preliminary for the
Miss PV - Miss Texas Pageant was held with thirteen
of the most beautiful coeds in the nation participating.
Tuesday night,
"The Kremlin Letter" was
shown in honor of the
week's festivities.
Wednesday was certanly
the most exciting day of
the week last week. Aside
from the fact that the celebrated "Crescendo Showcase" took place then, the
Women's Council presented
its annual Fashion Review.
Many original and professional creations were modeled. Among the originals
were gowns by Mary Erwin, Charlotte Teasdale,
and Delilah Anderson. Miss
Eileen Peters modeled a
$75 designer original· suede
suit from Houston. Evening wear was modeled by
Diane Knotts in a Vogue
original; Adlena Johnson,

Ajurella Combs, Linda Evans, Gail McClennan, Patricia Dilliard, Gwen Cotton,
and Nikki Moten.
Modeling
the
fresh
springtime look were Renee Freeman, Lucinda Wilson, Diane Knotts, Charlotte
Teasdale,
Adlena
Johnson, Linda Evans,
Marian Idlebird, Ajurella
Combs, Helen Fuller, Ada
Simon, Gail McClennan,
and Sheila Cotton in a
stunning purple pantsuit.
Young men participating
in the show were Samuel
Sauls and Anthony Bell.
Mr. Sauls blue mod suit
received a lot of admiration from the crowd. A
highlight of the evening
was an original canary
yellow off-shoulder gown
designed by Vogue and
professionally created and
modeled by Miss Erwin.
The grand finale of the
1970 Fashion Review was
a presentation of two 1970
brides, Claudia Williams
and Glodine Harris in their
bridal gowns. Our compliments to Miss Mary Harris.
Her skill and fashion consciousness made the show a
great success.
Women's week ended
Thursday night with a
"Table Games Tournament" in the Memorial
Center Ballroom.

A Mother's Love
A mother is one so kind and dear
Because she likes to be around and near
For her children, she'll give a helping hand
That's a mother, you know she's grand.
If there is trouble, no matter what, when, and how
She'll bend her back at the blink of a brow
There'll never quite be another
To take the place of a mother.
BY: Emmitte Noel
• e e
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History Deparfment News

Norma Brooks

Judy Coner!)·

NURSING GRADUATING SENIORS WIN AWARDS - Miss Norma Brooks is the recipient of the
Most Outstanding Student Award in the School of Nursing for p~;:,fessional participation in the Texas Nurses
Association. Miss Dorothy Collins won an Outstanding
Student Award (not pictured) for the graduating senior
with the highest academic average. Miss Judy Conerly
will be commissioned into the Army Nurse Corps as
Second Lieutenant, on Hay 17, 1970, during Commencement Exercises. Miss Conerly participated in the Army
Nurse P•:>gram on campus.

Prairie View Student
Ti es For First Pl ace
Joe Beasley, a Junior
Mathematics major, recently tied for first place in the
undergraduate mathematics competition at the 27th
annual meeting of Beta
Kappa Chi and National
Institute of Science which
was held at Morris Brown
College in Atlanta, Georgia.
The award was for having
and presenting the best research paper in mathematics among the undergraduate members of the Beta
Kappa Chi .honor society,
and a cash prize was divided between the two winners. The title of Mr. Beasley's paper was "Elementary Proofs of the Irrationality of Some Real Numbers."

Mr. Beasley has also
been selected as a participant in a Ford Foundation
sponsored Summer Institute in Mathematics for
outstanding black undergraduate mathematicians.
Twenty of the most promising black mathematicians
in the United States will be
in attendance at the Institute. The participants will
take courses in Topology
and Real Variables, and
each participant will also
have to do directed research in mathematics. The
award provides for room,
board, tuition, books, and
transportation. Moreover,
each participant will receive a cash grant of $500
at the close of the Institute.

Carmichael Expands
CONTINUED from Page 8
we can function," he declared.
Carmichael got a standing ovation from most of
the audience when he labeled the dope racket a
trick of the oppressors to
stifle political awareness.
Demanding
that
dope
pushers be dealt with, as
enemies of the people, he
said; "You must have an
undying love for your people that we fight. When
you love your people, you
hate their enemies."
Visible shaken by anger,
Carmichael moved towards
his conclusion saying, "Our
battle will be the longest,
the bloodiest, the world has
ever seen; but by the gods
of Africa, we're going to
win. Wake up!" he told his
listeners in an emotionpacked whisper, reminding
them of the wrongs that
Etµ"opeans have and are
committing against blacks.
"They took us from the
land, and they took the
land from our brothers."

Regaining his composure,
Carmichael con cl u d e d:
"We're going to win, for
all the people on the earth,
we are the most just." The
audience responded with a
standing ovation.
A lively question and
answer period followed
with Carmichael, at one
point, entering into a heated debate with a Biafran
student over Nkrumah's
political motives.
Carmichael, who calls
"Nkrumism the highest expression of Pan-Africanism," ran down a number
of instances in which the
leader had committed his
country to help other African nations. The Biafran
student challenged these,
calling them attempts to
achieve grandeur. He finally said that, "You (nonAfricans) can not tell us
Africans what to do." Carmichael then presented his
wife, South African singer
Miriam Makeba, as a qualified representath·e of the
continent.

New Courses Set
By History Dept.

Recent Graduates
Making Progress

The Department of History hopes to offer this
course in the fall as an accommodation to United
Ministers under the leadership of Rev. Robert Bowen
SSJ.
A PROSPECTUS FOR 1
AN HISTORICAL SURVEY OF RELIGION IN
AMERICA PURPOSE:
The Historical Survey of
Religion in America has as
its objective to introduce
the college student to the
Major Religions in American History. Recognizing
that no movement exists in
a vacuum this course will
endeavor to set the story
of American Religion within the broad sweep of poli tical, economic and intellectual history. To accomplish these ends, a team of
well qualified clergymen
and historians will attempt
to provide the students
with a balanced treatment
of American Religions,
taking into account the
vast interplay of forces
which have acted upon and
thorough ecclesiastical institutions.
This course does not pretend to offer a detailed analysis of the Metaphysical
systems and Rival Philosophies which different Religions have produced. For
any thorough knowledge of
man's Religions one should
be familiar with their foun~ders, their basic scriptures,
and devotional and Mystical Literature. The student
will be encouraged to use
the increasing number of
excellent introductions and
discussions on Religion
that are now available in
paperback form. A selective· bibliography of paperbounds on the History of
Religion in the United
States will be given to the
Students.
To enrich its offering by
a course of quality for
specialized interest, the Department of History offers
the
following
special
course:
History 453 Honors
Contemporary American
Culture
This course is an interdisciplinary approach to
issues of contemporary
American society. Students, faculty and resourc-

Two recent graduates of
the Department of History
at Prairie View A&M College have made important
first-steps in their careers.
Mr. Roy J. Fitzgerald has
been selected as a recipient
of a Haverford college
Post - Baccalaureate Fellowship. This Fellowship
will allow Mr. Fitzgerald
to begin intensive preparation for advanced degrees
in American History. He
will study at Oberlin College during Summer, 1970
and in the Fall Semester
will move on to Haverford
College, Haverford, Pennsylvania.
Another graduate, Mis~
Rutha Cooper, has been selected by Delta Airlines tc
enter training as a flight
stewardess. Delta announc
ed her selection during A p
ril, and has assigned her
to their Atlanta headquarters.

Biology Professor
Publishes Paper
Dr. B. K. Chopra, Professor of Biology, published a scientific article in
PHYTOPATHOLO GY in
April, 1970 entitled "Influence of prometryne in soil
on growth-related activities
of Fusarium oxysporum f.
sp. vasinfectum. Phytopathology is an important international Journal, and
the official organ of THE
AMER! CAN PHYTOPATHOLOGY SOCIETY. It is
this type of publication
that encourages a high reputation of scholarship and
research at Prairie View
A&M.

History Students
Honored
The Department of History recently recognized
two currently-enrolled students for academic honors.
Miss Katherine Garrett, a
sophomore, has been placed
on the President's Honor
Role in recognition of her
scholastic a c h i e v emen ts
during the Fall 1969 Semester. And Miss Linda
Morrissette, a senior, was
chosen by the Department
to receive the annual Frankie Audrey Smith Award
for the outstanding graduating senior.

Exchange Activities
With Rice University
One of the goals announced for the 1969-70
year by the Department of
History was to establish
professional relations with
colleges in the area. The
beginnings of this project
were realized during recent
months by several professional activities with Rice
University. Faculty contacts have been made via
lectures, and student contact was made by a visit of
members of the History
Club to several of the offices and projects at Rice.
This program of professional expansion will be continued with the hope of enriching faculty and students.
es will represent various
academic disciplines.
The basic premise of the
course is that achievement
can be stimulated by designing a course situation
in which the student is re•
quired to make decisioru
concerning subject matter,
sources and his own preparations.
Faculty will be composed
of a coordinator in charge
of the course, and about
ten
consulting
faculty
members who will present
weekly guest lectures.
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A Message to Prairie View
From Marvin Bell

At this moment, as I sit
deep
in
concentrated
thought, I am seeking desperately to pull out the
message I wish to deliver.
It is a message inspired by
love and pride in and for
Prairie View, and especially what it can become. It is
this love and concern for
Prairie View and its inhabitants which compels me to
say what I must say in the
sincere and intense hope
that it may assist in some
way to speed up the acquisition of a greater Prairie
View. I do not necessarily
address any single element
of the Imtitutlon independent from the other. On the
contrary, what I have to
say, I trust shall be enlightening and of a redemptive nature for all.
Today, brothers and sisters, the world is in a turmoil. The danger zone is
everywhere. The tides of
change and transition are
stronger than at any time
in my life thus far. All
over the nation and indeed
the
world,
traditional
norms and values are
breaking down, and being
replaced by new trends of
thought and
behavior.
Where there exists change
or the threat of change,
there also exists insecurity and sometimes fear.
Thus, one aspect of my
message is that we must
not and cannot aff'ord to
fear change. Nor can we
afford to remain aloft from
or indifferent to what is
happening in the world. To
do so, would be to deny
ourselves invaluable exposure to life as it exist s today. We live today in this
world. We cannot escape
the realities of this fact.
We cannot escape it though
w e are isolated at Prairie
View for four years as students. Nor can the faculty
and administration escape
it though they are isolated
here for life. To do so
would be to become intellectually stagmated, socially and politically unaware.
Let me see if I can make
what I am attempting to
say -clearer and more relevant. The purpose of a College or University is to educate, and be educated. It is
a sacred institution whose
true mission, purpose, and
commitment should be to
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seek after and disseminate
knowledge in its true, and
unabridged form. The faculty, students, and administration sh:>uld be commited fully to this search, and
should engage in it together, sincer.:?ly, genuinely,
and devoutly. The Administration should take care
to insure that intellectual
excellence ls the first, foremost, and ultimate objective encouraged and pursued. Anything or anyone
inhibitive or repressive to
the fulfillment or acquisition of this supreme goal,
it ls the duty, obligation,
moral and academic responsibility of all memJ
bers of the academic community to crush, destroy,'
or remove.
So what am I saying,
and how is it relevant to
Prairie View? I am saying
simply this. The world is in
an age of transition and
change. The United States
has conquered the moon,
and is plunging deeper into the unknown secrets of
outer space. Our social, political, and educational institutions are being challenged and tested as they
have never been tested before. T~ey are undergoing
re-evalu1ticn, r e s t ructuring, and change. The colleges, universities, and its
students are addressing
themselves to controversial
issues and the problems of
the world more than ever
before in the history of
mankind. They are taking
a more direct and active
part in what is going on in
the world. Can Prarie View
exist and train its students
to play decisive roles of
leadership unless it studies
and interacts on these crucal issues? It need not demonstrate necessarily or engage in violence or confusion. However, it is critically crucial that we at
least be in touch with what
is going on in the world.
There is a tendency on
the part of some members
of our family in the Administration, faculty, and
students to fear discussion
or involvement in controversial issues ; example,
Black Power, Viet Nam,
Black Nationalism, etc.
This is a repressive fear,
and is a deathly sickness.
It restrains human thought
and question. It prevents
development of sound and
positive thinking. It gives
2veryone a convenient excuse not to engage their
minds in search for much
needed answers. As a re-sul t, in many ways, Prairie
View is so busy fearing, re-pre sing, restraining, and
trying to play mama and
papa until that becomes its
first, foremost, and ultimate objective. Its objective becomes to take care of
the kids, and make sure
that Sally Sue is not under
the tree with Billy Joe, to
insure that Lulu Mae will
be in the dormitory at
10 :30, and to see that Jim
and Sandra don't leave
campus or get in a car at
sundown. Is this an atmosphere or environment for

something as sacred, serious, mature, and sophisticated as the pursuit of
higher learning?
The role of the college is
not one of being second
parents. In some states 18
year olds by Jaw can vote,
and in all probability, this
may soon become national
law. Eighteen year olds are
old enough to fight and die
in Viet Nam, and 18 is the
age that most students enter college. They do not
come to be raised. They
come to be educated in the
total sense of the word, for
when they graduate, they
will have to face the world
in· the total sense of the
word, Therefore, when a
collex takes 4,000 students
with " its confines and attemps to create 4,000 carbon rpies, to destroy individQality, to stifle independence of thought and
action within the limit that
it does not infringe upon
others; when a college creates fear, nsecurity, and
eliminates those who will
not conform, that college
is committing one of the
gravest sins against mankind, for it denies human
development and learning.
Imagine, 21 year old : enior students being coerced
and forced to come in at
10 :30 to 11 :00 p.m. when
at other colleges, there are
co-educational dormitories.
What is this saying about
Prairie Vew? Are we here
to educate, to get educated,
or to play Rock-a-by Baby?
I now raise this question.
What are we committed to
at Prairie View? Is it education, and the pursuit of
intellectual excellence in a
free, relaxed, unrestrained
or uninhibited air or to red
tape, distrust, passing the
buck, and repression ? Are
we committed to training
the mind to think rationally, to discriminate among
values, to make decisions,
or are we committed to
teaching something long
well known by Blacks,
namely s u b m i s siveness,
passiveness, and apathy?
What I stated immediately above is very important. Earlier, I mentioned
that the world is gripped
by change and upheaval.
Something evidently must
be wrong. The question in
the United States is whether the laws and policies
reflect the will of the majority and are in keeping
with the Constitution. Impatience, dissatisfaction,
and frustration that students and others were not
being heard has led to confrontation, and more direct
tactics. The question now
is whether change will
come due to initiative in
the Establishment or by
pres ure brought to bear
by students, radicals or
others using revolutionary
techniques. Regardless of
from whence it comes, it is
inevitable that change will
come. Why not from the
Establishment. They have
the means. They see the
problems and hear the
voices.
As change must come
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ATTENTION
STUDENTS

Dont forget your interview with the financial
Aids Office concerning
your T. 0. P. Loan for
September.
elsewhere, it must also
come at Prairie View. Let's
face it. High school students are now demonstrating. Prairie View, to survive must adjust, and
pronto. Prairie View is one
of the few schools so busy
thinking about curfew and
other trivialities while other schools would not dare
be concerned wth or waste
time on such non-intellectual and stifling endeavors.
It is inevitable that this
curfew must and will
change, and most liberally.
The question is from
whence will the change
come? Will the Administration hear and heed the
ever requesting voices of
the students, and take the
initiative or will confrontation be necessary? One way
or another, this change wll
come to pass. Why not the
right way, and the less embarrassing way?
This is only one aspect
of what must inevitably become
reality.
Students
should serve on the Student Life Committee, and
should have a voice in decisions made which will af.
fect them. At the same
time, students must learn
to think reasonably, responsibly, intelligently, and
independently. He must be
ruled by the judgement of
his mind but must be openminded, objective, and receptive to the ideas of others. He must develop the
strength to disagree with
the majority, and the majority must learn to respect and appreciate that
disagreement. He must
learn to stick together
most cohesively, and support his elected leaders. He
must learn to support his
leaders in a manner which
will make him more effective. You elect your leaders,
so have confidence in them,
and be loyal.
It's easy to stand back
and talk or criticize. What
can you do to improve the
situation? If you support
and follow your leaders,
listen to what they have to
say, come when they call
meetings, express your disagreement on certain issues
with
constructive
and
workable intentions
in
mind rather than destructive, don't give a care, trying to be funny comments
or intentions. Prairie View
at the present time is not
together as well as it
should be, but so are a lot
of other places and things.
Change must and will take
place. The change will be
simplified if we keep in
mind the true nature and
purpose of a college, and
strive one and all to insure
that Prairie View adheres
to that form. Inevitable
change will come. From
who will it come is a matter, a question.

Felix •bnson

PV Track Stars on AAU Team
Four members from
Prairie View's 1969 National Championship track
team have been named to
the AAU All-American
track team.
Members from Prairie
View named are Felix
Johnson, who ran a 1 :46.5
880- yard dash last year
and was listed as one of
the top half-milers in the

world. He ran for the U. S.
European team last summer. Fred Newhouse, who
this year broke the world
indoor record in the 440yard dash with a 45.6; Alvin Dotson, who won the
SWAC 440-yard dash with
a 47.1 and Jessie Ball, the
N. A. I. A. record holder
in the 440-intermediate
hurdles with a 50.7.

Prairie View A&M College
Prairie View, Texas

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SECOND SEMESTER 1969-70
Approved candidates for May 17, 1970 Graduation, Final Examination will be held May 6, 7. 8, 1970.
ALL MILITARY SCIENCE EXAMINATIONS are scheduled
Thursday, May 14, 1970 from 3 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p .m . as announced
by the Department.
ALL PHYSICAL EDUCATION PRACTICE EXAMINATIONS are
scheduled Thursday evening from 6 :00 p .m . to 8 :00 p.m.. May
14. 1970 as announced by instructors.
MONDAY, MAY 18
4 :30 MWF Classes
_ .......7 :30 a .m .-9 :30 a.m. - Reg. Classroom
English 113, 123 Classes ........ 9 :30 a .m .-11 :30 a .m . - To Be ann.
by Instr.
English 213, 223 Classes _ 9 :30 a .m .-11 :30 a .m . - Reg. Classroom
12 :30 'I'Ths Classes _ .
11:30 a .m .-1:30 p .m . - Reg. Classroom
3 :30 MWF Classes .
. .... 1:30 p .m.-3 :30 p .m. - Reg. Classroom
8 :30 'I'Ths Classes
.. 3:30 p.m.-5 :30 p .m . - Reg. Classroom
All French 123. Sec. 2, 3, 4 & 5 .. 5:30 p .m .-7 :30 p.m. - To be
Arranged
TUESDAY, MAY 19
9 :30 TThs Classes - - - 7 :30 a .m .-9 :30 a.m. - Reg. Classroom
1 :30 MWF Classes ____ 9:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m. - Reg. Classroom
7 :30 MWF Classes _ _ 11:30 a.m .-1 :30 p .m . - Reg. Classroom
7 :30 TThs Classes - - 1:30 p .m .-3:30 p .m. - Reg. Classroom
9 :30 MWF Classes -··- - · . 3:30 p .m .-5 :30 p ,m . - Reg. Classroom
Pol. Sci. 113. 123 .. --· 8 :30 p .m .-8 :30 p.m. - To be ann. by Instr.
Psy. 553 Class
5:30 p .m .-8 :30 p.m. - To be ann. by Instr.
Ed , 723 Class _
5:30 p.m.-ll :30 p .m. - To be ann. by Instr.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21
10 :30 'I'Ths Classes _ _ _ 7 :30 a .m.9 :30 a .m. - Reg. Classroom
College Sci. 113. 123 -· 9 :30 a .m .-11 :30 a .m. - To be ann. by Instr.
Chem. 114. 124
9 :30 a .m .-11 :30 a .m. - To be ann. by Instr.
8:30 MWF Classes _ _ 11 :30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. - Reg. Classroom
11 :30 'I'Ths Classes .......
1 :30 p.m.-3 :30 p .m. - Reg. Classroom
1 :30-3:00 'I'Th - · · - .. 3:30 p .m.-5 :30 p .m . - Reg. Classroom
3 :30-5:00 'I'Th - - - .. 3-30 p .m.-5 :30 p .m . - Reg. Classroom
All Concepts of Health Classes
8 :00-8 :00 p .m. - To be ann.
by Instr.
THURSDAY, MAY 21
10 :30 MWF Classes
· - - 7:30 a .m .-9 :30 a.m. - Reg. Classroom
2 :30 MWF Classes _
9:30 a.m .-11 :30 a.m. - Reg. Classroom
11:30 MWF Classes -•·-· 11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p .m. - Reg. Classroom
Soc. Sci. 113 Classes _ 1:30 p .m.-3 :30 p.m . - To be ann. by Instr.
Ind. F.d 111 Classes _ 1:30 p .m.-3 :30 p.m. - To be ann. by Instr.
12 :30 MWF Classes . - - · 3:30 p.m.-5 :30 pm. - Reg. Classroom
SATURDAY, MAY 23
For Saturday Graduate Classes Only
8:30-11:30 Classes ... ·-· 8 :30 a.m .-11:30 a .m. - Reg. Clas&room
11 :30-2:30 Classes
_ 11 :30 a .m .-2 :30 p .m. - Reg. Classroom
NOTE: All Examinations are to be given only at the time
scheduled. In case of conflicts In the schedule, please nouty
the office of the Dean of the College.

Spring Sports
Successful at
Prairie View

Tennis Team Tied For First
In Southwestern Conference

Robert Moocham
Johnny Zean

Herman Williams
Walter Smith

President Honors Athletic Staff
Dr. A. I. Thomas, President at Prairie View A&M
College honored the athlet-

NAMED VICE-PRESIDENT Joe Booker,
Sports Information Director at the O,llege was
elect.eel Vice-President iof
the Southwestern Athletic
Conference Sports Association in the Conference
meeting last weekend.

ic staff at Prairie View at

the first President's Faculty & Staff Recognition Banquet that was held in the
Memorial Center.
Athletic Staff members
honored
were
Hoover
Wright, head track coach;
Alexander Durley, head
football coach; John Tankersley, head baseball coach ;
Joe Henry, assistant football coach; Luther Booker,
assistant football coach;
Joe Booker, Sports Publicity Director; William Cofield,
head
basketball
coach; W. J. Nicks, assistant to the President for
Athletics; John Harvey,
trainer; E. V. Rettig, assistant
football coach;
Wendell Davis, head golf
coach; Sam Lindsay, head
tennis coach; and Joe Davis, equipment manager.
Some men have a reputation for truthfulness because they can't think fast
enough.
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WINKELMAN'S LAUNDROMAT
FRONT LOADING and TOP LOADING WASHERS
Large and Small
8 LARGE DRYERS
:
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For the first time in
many moons, Prairie View
is enjoying the rarified
atmosphere of a winning
year in each of its spring
sports.
Wendell Davis. who was
a star Prairie View football and track star has
taken the golf team and
led it to a 12-0 dual match
record; second place at the
Rice Invitational tournament; second at the Pelican Relays ; first at the
Prairie View Relays, the
N. A. I. A. District 8 title
and
the
Southwestern
Athletic C o n f e r e n c e
Championship.
The team has been paced by Paul Reed, the only
senior on the team and a
talented sophomore and
freshman crew. Davis'
team will make its fifth
consecutive trip ~ the National tournament. Prairie
View won its fifth SW AC
golf title In a row at the
Conference Meet in Houston.
The tennis team after
racking up its seventh
straight SWAC title felt
its youth and inexperience
at the 1970 SW AC tennis
championship. Sam Lindsay, who's team consisted
of one senior, three sophomores and one freshman
still managed tlo tie the
SW AC by sharing the title
with Texas Southern at
14-14.
Two of the talented
members of the tennis
team
are
sophomores,
Robert Mooichan and Walter Smith, who upset
TSU's Ray Carrington and
Southern's Marvin Neal in
singles play at the SWAC
championship.
The
Hoover
Wright
coached Panther track
team
is no surprise.
Wright has built a machine and opponents whp
have tried to challenge the
Panthers have .failed. 'The
track team won its second
N. A. I. A. district title
and second SW AC title in
a row.
The Fred Newhouse led
Panthers were runnerups
at the 1969-70 N. A. I. A.
Indoor Meet, but are National Federation Indoor
Champs. Newhouse owns
the fastest indoor 440dash time in the world
with a 45.6.

Golf Team Wins Fifth SW.AC Crown

PRAIRIE VIEW 1970 GOLF TEAM

Football Recruiting Good
Luther Booker, assistant football coach at
Prairie View went to Beaumont on the date of the
National-letter-of • intent
and signed everyone but
the mayor.
Signed by Booker tk> at•
tend Prairie View from
Charlton Pollard were
Hardy
Malvo,
6-4-218
quarterback;
Thomas
Wells, 6-4-260 center; Tom
Brock, 6-2-265 defensive
tackle; Charles Pickens,
6-3-247 offensive tackle;
Joseph Bowser, 6-0-175
wide receiver and Earnest
Jones, 6-5-220 offensive
He also has run the
fastest 220-yard dash that
has been run in the world
this year, which is a 20.5
Twice, at the
SWAC
Championship, he ran 20.9.
The surprise of all the
spring sports was the sudden winning efforts of the
baseball team. In his first
year coach John Tankersley's Panthers won the N.
A. I. A. district 8 zone
title, defeated powerful
Grambling the best 2 of 3
at Grambling and finished
the regular season with a
9-9 mark.
The 9-9 mark is the best
for a Prairie View baseball team in six years. It's
also the first baseball title
of any kind for Prairie
View.

Gold Defeats Favorite Purple 6-0
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The Gold team in the
annual Purple vs. Gold
spring game, defeated the
favorite purple team 6•0
in a hard-fought contest
in the final day of spring
training.
"The offense
looked bad stated head
coach Alexander Durley.
We had good performance
in spots."
The Gold scored on a
fumble by the purple
early in the first quarter.
Luther Hudson, directed
the Gold to the only
touchdown scored when he ·
handed-off to fleet John
Lewis on a sweep around
right end for 10 yarcs.
The PAT was no good.

On several occasions
the Purple team which
consisted of veterans and
starters from last season,
had a chance to score but
the Gold's determined defense turned them into
mistakes.
John
Lewis,
Richard
Gonzales
and
Kenneth Johnson, turned
in good runs for the Gold.
The
Purple
defense
headed by Dewey Rogers
was impressive to Durley
in spots. "We have a lots
of work to do," stated
Durley. He has recruited
some top-flight freshmen
that are expected to help
the team the first year.

tackle. Signed from Hebert were Curtis Ceasar,
6-4-210 quarterback C. L.
Whittington, 6-2-205 end;
Phillip Brazille, 6-5-190
wide receiver and Alvin
Broussard, 6-2-200 fullback.
Other outstanding players signed were twin brothers from Warren, James
and Jesse Wolfe. James is
a 6-4-230 pound fullbacklinebacker
and
Jesse
Wolfe, 6-6-285 defense
tackle. Thomas Jackson,
5-11-185 running back
from Bellville; Joe Long,
6-1-195
wide
receiver
from Waco-Moore; Maurice Gindratt, 6-5-280 defensive
tackle
Waco•
Moore; Leon Strauss, 6-3·
230 offensive tackle from
Kashmere; Anthony Brigham,
6-5-300
tackle
Worthing-Hous1):m; Lawrence James, 6-2-220 fullback from Denton and
Perry Crayton, 6-2-215
linebacker from Hallsville.
Durley feels that the
signing of Beaumont's
Ceasar and Malvo, could
be a turning point in

Prairie View's football future this season. Caesar
led Hebert to the state
semi-finals. "He has the
size, arm and talent for a
first-class
quarterback,"
stated Durley. Malvo, who
like Caesar has a good
arm, size will al$ fit into
Durley's plans. He has
better speed than Caesar.
Thomas
Jackson,
a
flashy 5-11-185 pound running back from Bell-ville
ran 30 touchdowns and
gained over 2,000 yards
last season - he has 9.5
speed. Also signed were
Lawerence Tero, 6-2-218
running back from Chicago, Durfery Thompson, 63-218 running back from
Poteau, Oklahoma and
Tony Harrison 5-11-180
running back from Katy.
It's tone of the best recruiting seasons in Prairie
View history and old Panther grads can't recall a
better one. The initial contact on all the boys wa~
made by head coach Alexander Durley. It was his
influence that got Ceasar
and Malvo from Beaumont.

FRENKIL'S
Home of

HEMPSTEAD
TEXAS

PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS
Where You Get More Than Just
A Welcome and Good Service

CITY DRUG-HEMPSTEAD
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W. W. Wilkes, Owner
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PV Wins SW Conference Track Championship
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440 YARD RELAY
TSU - (Taylor, Williams, Snow, Polk) . ..... 40.4
Grambling .. . ••..•........•.•. . ....•....... 41.3
Southern •...•...•.....•....•..•........... 41.5
Jackson ..•. • ••....•......•.............•.. 43.0
MILE RUN
Robert Fulton (TSU) •.•...•...........•.. 4:14.4
Elton Conger (PV) ....................... 4:15.9
Luro Taylor (SU) •.. . ..•.....•••......... 4:24.1
George Harrison (TSU) .................. .4 :25.5
440 YARD DASH
Alvin Dot~n (PV) ........................ .47.1
Walter Smith (Ark.) ........................ 47.4
Henry Smothers (Ark.) .................... .47.4
Carl Stevenson (SU) ....................... .47.6
Maurice Myton (Ark.) ...................... 47.6
Austin Hise (PV)
100 YARD DASH
(5.13 wind)
Willie McGee (Alcorn) ....................... 9.1
Robert Taylor (TSU) ........••.............. 9.1
Willie Polk (TSU) ........................... 9.3
Jack Phillip (Grambling) ..........•......... 9.3
M. Lindon ............ . ......•.............. 9.4
120 IDGH HURDLES
Rodney Milburn (S. U.) .................... 13.5
Ron Washington (TSU) ..................... 14.1
T. C. Minor .......•........................ 14.2
Clarence Collins (Ark.) ..................... 14.5
Gerald Polk ..........•..................... 14.5
880-YARD RUN
Earl Goldman (Ark.) ..................... 1:50.6
C. Shoaf (Grambling) .................... 1 :51.8
H. Kimball (SU) ............. . ........... 1 :52.4
Lavada Brown (SU) ...................... 1:53.2
C. Russell (PV) .......................... 1 :53.3
220-YARD DASH
Fred Newhouse (PV) .. . .................... 20.9
G. Polk (TSU) ............................ 21.3
R. Taylor .................................. 21.4
M. Lindon ...............................•. 22.1
W. McGee ................................. 23.3
440 Il\'TERMEDIATE HURDLES
Jessie Ball (PV) ............................ 51.5
T. C. Minor (PV) ........................ ·... 52.1
C. Stevenson (SU) .......................... 53.1
M. Wade (PV) ............................. 53.6
G. Polk (PV) .............................. 54.2
MILE RELAY
Arkansas AM&N ......................... 3:07.4
Prairie View ..... . ..........•........•... 3 :07.6
LONG JUMP
Freddie Patterson (PV) .................... 24¼
fflGH JUMP
Jackie Haliburton .. . ..... . .................. 6-6
JAVELIN
Claude Harvey (PV) ......... . .... . ........ 185-1
DISCUS
Edgar Phillips (PV) ....................... 145-7

Panthers Set Record,
Parade in NA/A District
Prairie View A&M set
the pace on May 3 in the
District 8 Track Meet at
Dallas by not only winning
five running events, but
breaking records in three
of them, while topping it

all off by winning the
team trophy.
Prairie View tpok the
400-yard dash, 440 intermediate hurdles, 220, mile
relay and 440 relay in the
action at Dallas Baptist

JF.SSIE BALL, WINS 440-HURDLES IN 51.5.

ALL-AMERICAN

FRED

NEWHOUSE,

WINS

220- YARD DASH WITH A 20.9.

Baseball Tearn in
NA/A Playoff Game
Coach John Tankersley,
who coaches the Panther
defensive football team in
the fall and the baseball
team in the spring, has announced that the Panther
baseball team will partici•
pate in a - special play-off
scheduled at Huntsville at
Sam Houston State.
There were those who
thought it would take

ALVIN DOTSON, WINS 440-YARD DASH WITH
A 47.1.
College.
Alvin Dotson of Prairie
View set a new meet record of 47.2 in the 440 by
beating last year's 47.8.
Dotson took the lead early
and held it until the end,
with his nearest challenger
finishing 15 yards back.
Fred
Newhouse
of
Prairie View won the 220
in record time - 20.5 edging favored
Robert

Taylor of Texas Southern.
"As far as the reQord is
concerned,"
said
Newhouse, "it's only the second year of the meet. I'm
pleased though that this is
my best time this year in
220, but I think I could do
a little better."
Taylor bounced back to
win the 100-yard dash with
9.3. That is a new meet
record, snapping that of
9.4 set last year. Along
with Taylor's win in the
100, the only other Texas
Southern
victory
was
Thomas Ful~n•s 880 record winning run of 1 :51.3,
beating that of 1:51.5,
also set last year.
Jesse Ball of Prairie
View won the 440-ya rd
intermediate hurdles, s etting still another record.
His time of 52.1 accomplished
that feat,
as
Prairie view continued
their domination of the
other colleges.
Both relays were Prairie
View's bread and butter.
too, as they took the 440
and mile relays.
.
Those w~re the only two
events that Prairie View
won, in which they didn't
set a record. In the 440
relay,
Texas
Southern

jumped off to a big lead
and held it through three
legs of the race. Anchor
man Mike Lindon of
Prairie
View
outraced
Southern's anchor to the
finish line, and A&M won
it 402. In the mile relay,
Prairie View V4on by its
biggest margin of the day,
in 3 :13.4, as DBC finished
13 seconds behind in second.
Host school DBC took
five of the field events,
setting records in the first
three places of the triple
jump, and the pole vault.
Clyde Westbrook's leap of
15'3" surpassed by 15
inches last year's record of
14 feet.

Tankersley three or four
years to develop a winner
in baseball. He didn't have
any scholarships and the
majority of the players
were inexperienced. When
Tankersley said he would
win his first year people
began to roll over and
crack their sides laughing.
But it was Tankersley
who laughed last.
"The kids did real well."
he stated. "We got off to
a slow start and at one
point J think they began
to doubt themselves, but
it worked out fine." ·
One of the big reasons
the team began to develop so fast is the pitching
of Jimmy Johnson, who
has a 4-1 record and Le~y
Clark, who is 3-1. Johnson
and Clark defeated Grambling two out of three
games at Grambling last
weekend, something unheard of by a PV baseball
team.
Tankersley feels
the
t":.UYJ wni he better next
year and can go all the
w;;.y a nd when he mentions
it there won't be any
laughing.
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WARD 1 S PHARMACY
"YOUR REXALL STORE"
Waller County's Most Progressive
and Most Modern Drug Store
Telephone VA 6-2445

Hempstead, Texas
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24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
at

HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA
Top Loading Speed Queen and Philco-Bendix

Machines
lank and Post Office Block -

Hempstead, Texa,

VA 6-8159
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